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JOURNEY FROM ORLANDO, FLORIDA TO
C L A R E I S L A N D , C O M AY O
LINDSEY BELLOSA
Inspired by James Wright’s Lying in a Hammock at William Duffy’s Farm in Pine Island,
Minnesota

The chicken hawk is looking for home.
Having left America, having flown and driven
hours and miles, landscapes are colours, impressions.
This last stretch of journey is Westport to Roonagh, then the ferry.
Clare Island on the horizon. You see the comfort of home;
I see a hump of land on sea, whale rising from water.
‘The rock’ the islanders say. ‘Inside’ they say.
An island: landscape of dreams, decided outcome.
But the chicken hawk floats and looks. The world of the island
becomes large, inside. I have seen so many places.
But each afternoon on the island becomes its own field of sunlight,
each evening darkening and blazing up again.
Time stretches into a distance you don't feel going.
The island knows this. From here, I know it too.
How far do we blow away and away, and then see:
this has been my life. All beauty in the island ...
bronze evenings of summer, deep quiet winters
and animals grazing. We are asleep in it, tucked up,
waves lapping. But from here, the whale rises up.
It will swallow our lives.
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T H E S PA C E B E T W E E N U S
Blind as a star, deaf
as a sun, we love.
A woman in a cold land searches
for her eyes in the mirror, asks
What if?
In a city where morning rattles like a snake, a man
smells hot tar being spread, closes his window, vows
Never Again.
And before the deepening shade grows into night,
somewhere a shadow raises a pen in a blue whisper
over the empty wine glass of a page,
We can.
Young, I could name the planets, thought
I knew them all. Yet I could not have imagined,
there where no one had ever looked, you.
Nameless beyond the majestic spin of your distance,
your silent pull at the space between us.
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THE DUST

M A R T I N K E AV E N E Y

B

efore light, I rise. I have figs and black coffee in the dark. A dog barks in the
street, metal wheels rattle, there are voices in the distance, I shiver in my
pyjamas.
I sit up on the mattress, newspapers fall, dust rises, I cough, I suck down on a
Sweet Afton, feel the relief. I am ready.
Barefoot on the concrete I get to the hall, down the steps, damp with morning
dew, tinge of green from emerging moss, I pull back the bolt, push the door in,
straining with its weight, feel around in the darkness, the switch clicks in the weak
light, I can see.
He is in the centre of the room. Every day, it is like I meet someone new. The
changes are so acute, I am melancholic for his being of only a few days ago, but
that manifestation is gone forever.
I go past him to my bench, on the far side and slide on my clogs. I will soon
need more dust. The cart passes on Fridays and I try to arrange it so I never run
out, but it is not an exact science, there is always the danger.
I half fill a bucket with water, pull out one of the sacks from the press near the
door, I score the top with a blade, pour into the bucket. Hills form over the top, I
stir it together with a stick, I always enjoy the rippling textures and odd colours
that swirl into the water.
As I let it settle, I stand before him, scratching my beard, wondering where to
spend the day. I think I lean toward the left leg. I have spent the past weeks around
the bottom half. The top is yet a faraway summit, to jump to it directly now might
have disastrous consequences for my mood.
It will be shrewder to move up, in the radiance of the final months. For now, in
the misery of the early-to-mid point, I decide for this morning at least, to focus on
what can be done simply, without ferocious concentration, without danger of
excitement or distraction, there are so many already.
I hear another early morning wagon pass by, there is a cry from somewhere, it
echoes down the street.
I wipe my mouth, take up a paring tool off the bench. I get on my knees and
start to scrape the end, picking up the key at the thigh, careful to go with the grain,
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it would be shameful to have fractures after all this agony.
The keying takes up most of the time waiting for the mixture to be ready for
application, a fortunate quirk of nature.
I try to avoid the loops of meaningless meandering thoughts as I scrape,
finding pleasure in the ridges appearing, the flaky flowery shapes scattering to the
ground, the smell of freshly hoked mould, my hands becoming workmanlike
again, the lethargy dissolving, the body warming, enthusiasm rising.
When the end of the thigh is keyed, I stand back from him. A bell rings from
the commercial lanes. It is noisier outside now, the cribs of wagons rattle, bottles
clink in crates, horses clip-clop on the cobbles. I go up the steps, my eyes adjusting
in the bright slice of sun beaming through an arch across the rooftops. I drink a
cup of coffee on the doorstep, watch figures passing by, my buttocks cold on the
steps through my pyjamas. I take an Afton from my chest pocket, strike a match,
smoke and yawn.
Between two chimneys that shadow me in the moonlight of my late walks
over and back across the bridge, my gaze slows on the hands of the tower clock in
the town square across the streets. The hands are still but move all the same even
as I watch. The mixture has been setting in the bucket for an hour. I toss my
cigarette, hurry down the hall, the mug left steaming on the doorstep, my clogs
clicking on the concrete.
Downstairs, breath held, I reach for the bucket, poke it with the curved hoking
tool. I heave softly, it is just right, the dampness delays the setting process.
I scoop out marbled daubs with a special spoon, agriculturally apply them to
the thigh my fine edged tools will refine later. Yet the cleverer I am now, the less
paring I will have to do in the late afternoon when my stomach will be rumbling,
eager for grilled pig liver and onion, a small bottle of barley wine, an hour or two
on the newspapers.
After I apply the bucket, I wash it out in the sink. I take a thin threaded cloth
from the bench, unfold it, apply it to the leg, press around the dull shape. I take up
a flat-edged trowel to skin off the minute piped rolls that emerge, smoothing the
shape to the diagrams from my precious journals. They are permanently banded
together in my safe upstairs, the instructions memorised. I would not risk their
wafer leaves in this sodden workshop.
I carefully peel the cloth away, the new limb formed a little more. I will be able
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to sculpt the curve when it has set further, uncover the slight proudness of the
veins, the beam of bone, the soft bell of muscle, this requires me to guide one hand
with the other, my fleshy actions becoming steadily more mechanical as I
progress. Often, when the evening closes in, as I engage the skills I have honed
over decades, it is as though something else guides my finishing tools, and I am
simply hovering behind, little more than an observer, an Afton smouldering
between my lips, a draught breezing through the folds of my pyjamas, my clogs
stiff as life on the concrete, the metal wheels, wagons cribs, clip-clop of horseshoes
all clattering together on the street outside.
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IN THE SEPIA YEARS
... we look completely
different, completely the same
Linda Pastan

Here they are in the beginning, in the sepia years.
The first progenitors who look ill-at-ease
in front of the Cyclops eye of the camera,
but still in this image that you hold to the light
you can recognise the resemblance
between those in the picture and your face
in the mirror that has kept a semblance
of the hereditary blueprint that still decrees
a body’s strength, a body’s weakness;
the shape of shoulders, the first neurosis.
With each new alliance the line continued,
the clan extended: cousins and siblings,
grandparents and grandchildren
carrying within them laws that were written
on the genesis-genes, in the sepia years.
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NO REAL PEOPLE

EAMON MC GUINNESS

T

hey were going to call him Alex. It was her grandfather’s name. Paul told her it
was bad luck to name a child before it was conceived but she said nonsense,
who told you that? She started painting the back room and wouldn’t let it
become a dumping ground. What if it’s a girl? he asked. Alexia then, she said, Alex
or Alexia.
She was told she should try new things, to change her routine, to get out of her
head a little. She’s been advised to look at the world anew. So she started making
small, unnoticeable changes: eating in new restaurants and listening to different
radio stations. She’s told nobody about this. In chippers she orders bags of chips,
tells the cashier she’ll be back in a minute and disappears. She waits for buses for
half an hour and walks away when they arrive. On her way home from work she
avoids the main roads. They’re always full of traffic. She goes through the park,
estates and back lanes. Her neighbours hardly know her. She’s new to the area and
has only talked to some of them briefly.
She’s started opening windows again: the little one in the bathroom after a shower
and the small one in her bedroom when she wakes up. She hadn’t noticed that
she’d stopped doing it. When they were together they’d wake up, take off the duvet
and hang it over the banisters, open the window and let the air in. She bought a
clothes horse and a dirty clothes basket. For the last few months she’d been
hanging the clothes on door handles, on the backs of chairs or on hangers on the
curtain rail. There’s something wrong with the final spin of the machine and the
clothes come out soaking wet. They leave puddles on the floor. It’s on her to-do
list. But now she’s combining things: the open windows, the washes, the new radio
stations and the list. Some things can run parallel again she thinks, some things.
On the weekends she likes taking the bus to areas she doesn’t know: Rialto,
Perrystown, Drimnagh. It doesn’t matter where. She was told to travel in her own
city, to see it with fresh eyes; with tourist eyes. On the bus she gives herself little
tasks: sit beside someone, even if there are spare double seats, start a conversation,
ask people to turn down their music. She likes the idea that people might think
she’s busy and has somewhere to go. Sometimes she rushes, sometimes she strolls
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and sometimes she asks directions, even if she knows the way. In town she allows
people to stop her: beggars, tourists, chuggers; anyone.
Some days she pretends she can’t speak English when people ask her
questions. Other times she asks confused-looking tourists if they’re lost, then
walks them to their accommodation, points out local information and advises
them where to go at night. Occasionally she meets them for drinks and tells them
lies about herself. She gives a different name each time. She always mentions Paul
and Alex. There are no new people, no real people, she thinks. None of them
matter.
In May, in the hairdresser’s, she told the lady she was going to her son’s
communion. She enjoyed the small talk and the hands running through her hair.
She spoke all about Alex, how he was getting on in school, what hobbies he had
and where they were planning to go on holidays. She goes to a different
hairdresser's every time.
On the October bank holiday she watched the marathon. She liked cheering
on people she didn’t know. A woman made small talk.
Are you waiting for someone?
Yeah. My husband Paul, he should’ve passed by now.
Is he fit?
Quite fit, yeah, he’s done it the last two years. Do you know anyone doing it
yourself?
Yeah, two friends of mine. One passed a few minutes ago and I’m waiting on
the other one.
I hope Paul is alright.
Maybe you missed him. What time is he hoping for?
3.30.
They’ve passed a long time ago now, you must’ve missed him.
Maybe. I hope he’s alright.
She wants to leave each place cleaner than she found it and take back some control
in her life. So in every public toilet she picks up stray bits of tissue paper, collects
any rubbish, wipes the seat and mops up piss from the floor. In cafes she always
brings her cup to the counter. She craves little touches, is obsessed with them; the
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cashier in Lidl brushing off her hand when giving change or her Pilates teacher
correcting her posture when she makes a mistake. Sometimes she messes up on
purpose so the teacher comes over and gently touches her shoulders or back.
People patted her arm when she went back to work. Ireland isn’t great for touches.
No one knows whether to hug or shake hands, especially with women. It’s never
spontaneous. You can always feel it coming. You see people who haven’t met in
years, how they sort of dance around touching and it becomes a half-hug halfhandshake. That’s why she likes going to the continent. There are more rules there.
Only once did she walk near their old house. One Friday after work and she
was halfway in the wrong direction when she realised where she was. She kept
going for a minute and stopped outside one of the big houses that they used to
joke about being able to afford one day. She saw a man playing with his child on
the green. She remembered him. She used to pass him every day coming home
from work. She’d forgotten about him completely. She wondered about all the
people around here she used to nod and smile at. All these people now gone from
her life. Where were they? Now she had a new route, new strangers and new
houses. But he still had all of this. It was his family home, it was only right that he
stayed and she left. But it was their home, for a while. That was what killed her,
how he still had the little things he didn’t even appreciate, things he didn’t even
notice, things she craved. He left her with the new when all she wanted was the
old.
She notices less and less these days. In the past she’d listen to the sounds of the
street. She used to love the energy of the students smoking outside the college
building. She’d look at the Turkish men talking in the empty barber’s, their hands
moving in the air. On the bus she’d take notes into her phone of funny bits of talk
she overheard. Paul loved that. But not anymore. She can’t retain anything and
nothing interests her now. One Friday after work she went to Madrid. She booked
a last-minute flight. They’d been there on their second anniversary. In El Prado
museum she stared at a painting of a street battle where only the horses looked her
in the eye. The description said that it depicted how flawed humans were and how
animals were the rational ones. It reminded her of when she went back to work
after Paul had left her. No one could look her in the eye.
She always hated him in airports. He’s the type who is the first one out of the
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traps on a plane, standing up in his seat the second they land and taking his bag
from the overhead locker when he’s not supposed to. Then he has the tag and
boarding card binned before leaving the terminal. Nothing is brought home.
Nothing lingers. Everything is about moving on, the next thing always. You
wouldn’t know he’d been away.
He had an activeness that both bored and intimidated her in equal measure.
He was always trying to do two things at once. She hated how he crossed the
street. He never expected traffic and took it as a personal insult. He walked into
the middle of the road, ran in-between dangerous gaps and left her on the other
side, making hand gestures to show how slow she was. He was someone who
wasn’t there. He looked like he could take off and fly. She always felt she was
walking up a mountain when walking beside him. But still, she missed him and
wanted him back. They used to ask each other how they’d end up, what they’d
look like when they were older. Now she sees him in every man. She’s become
someone new. He has too. He could be anyone. She can’t deal with any of them,
sees them all as the same.
They tried and tried for a baby. He said he couldn’t imagine not being a father.
He didn’t dump her. He just put her aside until she couldn’t find her way back. The
details came out slowly. She burst out crying in the office when someone with his
name had an appointment. In moments of weakness she told people what had
happened but always regretted it after. She stood by him when they thought it was
his problem. He didn’t when it was hers. The day she heard about his baby was the
day she walked home the wrong way.
She started walking to work two months ago. She bought white runners and
changes into her office shoes when she arrives. She keeps them under her desk.
She used to laugh at people who did that and now she is one of them. Today, like
every other day, she walked home slowly, trying to avoid people and the main
roads. She was walking through an estate near her apartment when she saw a
dead cat lying in the middle of the road. She walked past it, stopped, turned back
and stared at it. The right eye was bulging and blood was pouring from its body.
With her shoe she scooped it onto the grass verge and kept walking. Nobody else
was around. She walked to the main road and sat on a wall. She listened to some
songs on her phone and watched an old man move slowly up the street. He was
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carrying a shopping bag and was almost fully bent over. He needed to stop every
few steps to lean against the wall, regain his balance and cough. She started crying.
She wanted to touch him, guide him, help him and do his shopping for him.
She imagined the two of them going for a drink afterwards and hearing his life
story and she telling him all about Paul, his new baby, the cat, her washing
machine and everything else. But she didn’t do anything. She couldn’t. She didn’t
move until he went out of sight and into the petrol station on the corner. It had
gotten dark and started drizzling. She got off the wall and noticed streaks of blood
on her shoe. In the dimming light it could be dirt or a logo. She rubbed it with the
sole of her other shoe but it made no difference. She started walking. She thought
of the days ahead, how there was nothing she had to do and no one she had to
meet. She’d take the bus tomorrow and go somewhere new. Sutton maybe. She’d
have to put the runners in the washing machine when she got home. Hopefully
they’d be dry by Monday. Wet runners can take ages to dry, she thought.
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THE DEAD

WENDY MOONEY

They come with great change or after suffering,
their voices calling us, so we jolt awake to hear
our name said in astonishment or quizzically, as if
through the walls of an adjoining room.
Their younger selves in dreams, we suddenly stumble
on them, open doors and there they are
in sunlit spaces with sky or sea for eyes,
discussing ballads, singing, laughing in the world
not ours, eyeing magazines in towns we never visit,
Carrick-on-Shannon, Baltimore or Enniscorthy –
never a wide expanse before them, contained,
looking into, through and past us,
like beautiful uncomprehending dolls
who do not see our urgency, empathise
with our pain – art works, installations
from the outer edges, simulacrums
made of light and air,
telling only of themselves.
The elderly living, almost transparent in the August sun
on the park path below the Dublin mountains
(I see their blue veins through their skin)
remind me that my mother talks to me in dreams
and that I can't remember what she says.
It's understandable: something got smaller,
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a person walked away in the distance.
I am not then when I was not: I am now
and again I am now – that is
what it all boils down to.
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WA I F, I S M A’ I L
My son, I was a poet once, a war ago.
Aleppo was beautiful then, remember.
Arches spanned the narrow coolness of our street.
Our courtyard had a grapevine and a little well.
From my shoulders you reached high to pluck
the sun that fruited in the orange tree.
Now the doors of our house hang open onto ruin.
For two years after you left I went on teaching.
I used to ask my pupils what they dreamed.
One said, ‘About my dad. I want him back.’
One said, ‘Our house, the way it used to be.’
One said, ‘I have no dreams.’ Then I stopped asking.
In the street I watched children playing skittles
with marbles and the brass casings of bullets.
Since my brother brought you across the sea
I have no word of you. Against all omens,
my heedless hope is that you are still alive,
my waif, that you have found sanctuary.
Here, in the city that is your birthright,
barrel bombs are falling, our faith is failing.
We were not born to die like this, nor born to kill.
The graveyards have spread out into the hills
but rubble entombs us now, lost multitude.
Rubble has buried your mother and your sisters.
As the first snow sifts down its silent seal
I pray my cloud-flung words will someday find you,
Isma’il Salama, son of Ibrahim.
Remember, I am with you in your blood.
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Artist’s Statement
Cover image: Hidden by Maeve Curtis

My practice is sited between paint and photography exploring our metaphysical
relationship to technology, specifically image technology. Through media
ranging from sculptural installations to paint my work teases out the mysteries
and metaphysics that ghost around the invention of photography and plays on a
fear of photography that was prevalent amongst the intelligentsia of late
nineteenth century Paris, some of whom were convinced that each time a
photograph was ‘taken’, it removed a spectral layer from us. I investigate this
anxiety using as my starting point my own family snapshots. Giving
consideration to strangers and loved ones alike and equipped with the tools of
paint and brush I set out to recover these lost moments of the soul in a gentle
attempt to release them into an otherworldly place of arrivals and departures.
www.maevecurtis.ie
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